Dynamic load balancing lies at the heart of distributed caching. Here, the goal is to assign objects (load) to servers (computing nodes) in a way that provides load balancing while at the same time dynamically adjusts to the addition or removal of servers. One essential requirement is that the assignment time (or hashing time) should be independent of the number of servers. Addition or removal of small servers should not require us to recompute the complete assignment. A popular and widely adopted solution is the twodecade-old Consistent Hashing (CH) [1] . Recently, an elegant extension was provided to account for server bounds [2] . In this paper, we identify that existing methodologies for CH and its variants suffer from cascaded overflow, leading to poor load balancing. This cascading effect leads to decreasing performance of the hashing procedure with increasing load. To overcome the cascading effect, we propose a simple solution to CH based on recent advances in fast minwise hashing. We show, both theoretically and empirically, that our proposed solution is significantly superior for load balancing and is optimal in many senses.
Introduction
Load balancing is critical in networking systems and web services [1, 4, 5] , and is a popular choice in distributed caching. The goal of load balancing is to assign objects (or clients) to servers (computing nodes referred to as bins) such that bins have roughly the same number of objects. The load of a bin is defined as the number of objects in that bin. In the dynamic setting, both objects and bins can arrive and leave in any manner. The holy grail is to obtain the best possible load balancing while minimizing the reassignment cost whenever an object or bin arrives or leaves. Poor load balancing or slow reassignment has direct effects on the latency of the services [24] .
Dynamic load assignment can be reformulated as a hashing problem. The frequent addition and removal of bins rule out traditional hashing techniques, which assign objects to bins according to a fixed (or pre-sampled) hash code of the object. Standard hashing and Cuckoo hashing [20, 21, 22, 23] require that all objects be reassigned when a bin is added or removed.
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The widely adopted solution to this problem is Consistent Hashing (CH) [1] . In CH, both objects and bins are hashed onto random locations on the unit circle, and objects are assigned to the closest bin in the clockwise direction (see Figure 1 and Section 2.2). CH works well in the dynamic setting because the addition or removal of a bin affects only the objects in that bin and the closest clockwise bin.
However, in practice the bins do not have infinite capacity. At some point, bins can no longer be assigned more objects. Ideally, at all times bins would have the same number of objects, removing the risk of any bin overloading. This issue was addressed by setting a maximum bin capacity C = (1 + ) n k , with n objects, k bins, and ≥ 0 controlling for bin capacity [2] . This ensures that the maximum load is bounded by C. Using this hashing scheme, a new object is assigned to the closest non-full bin in the clockwise direction.
Applications: Dynamic load assignment is a fundamental problem with a variety of concrete, practical applications. For instance, the CH method is used in the popular chat app Discord with over 250 million users [6] , Amazon's storage system Dynamo [7] and Apache Cassandra, a distributed database system [8] . CH with a maximum load is used in Google's cloud system [3] and Vimeo's video streaming service [9] . CH is also commonly used in information retrieval [10] , distributed databases [11, 12, 13] , and cloud systems [14, 15, 16] . Furthermore, CH resolves similar load-balancing issues that arise in peer-to-peer systems [17, 18] , and content-addressable networks [19] .
Our Contributions: In this paper, we present a novel dynamic hashing algorithm with a maximum bin capacity constraint. Our method alleviates poor load balancing due to the cascading effect, inherent in CH and its variants because of the clockwise object assignment procedure. Our proposal is inspired by the "Densification" idea [25] , first used to speed up minwise hashing. We prove that the bin load under the proposed method is stochastically dominated by the state-of-the-art method, which means the proposed method has lower bin load variance, fewer expected number of full bins and other properties. We also prove several optimality criteria for the proposed method prior to any bin being full. The proposed algorithm achieves the following empirical improvements over the state-of-the-art: a) up to 10x reduction in bin load variance, b) up to 25x fewer bin searches to assign an object, c) up to 2x reduction in the percentage of full bins and d) the ability to insert up to 4x more objects until the first overflow. We obtain these improvements with competitive wall clock time.
Background

2-Universal Hashing
A randomized function h univ : [l] → [m] is 2-universal if for all i, j ∈ [l] with i = j, we have the following property for any z 1 , z 2 ∈ [m], P r(h univ (i) = z 1 and h univ (j) = z 2 ) = 1 m 2 .
Consistent Hashing
CH is a dynamic load balancing method that utilizes hashing without consideration of bin capacities. In this scheme, both objects and bins are hashed onto random locations on the unit circle as shown in Figure  1a . Objects and bins may be added or removed. In CH, objects are assigned to the closest bin in the clockwise direction, shown in Figure 1b , with final object bin assignment in Figure 1c .
When a bin is removed, the next time an object from the removed bin is requested, it is cached in the next closest bin in the clockwise direction. When a bin is added, objects may now be cached in the new bin. Unlike the naive hashing scheme, which reassigns all objects, CH only reassigns objects from one bin when a bin is added or removed. In this scheme, we expect the number of objects in each bin to be proportional to the arc length to the closest bin in the anti-clockwise direction. Since bins are assigned to the unit circle via a randomized hash function, each bin has an expected load of n/k (when there are n objects and k bins). This is good load balancing behavior in expectation, but there is a large variance due to the variable arc lengths. A major issue with CH is that bins do not have infinite capacity in practice. Recently, Consistent Hashing with Bounded Loads (CH-BL) was proposed by [2] . CH-BL is a simple extension of CH which sets a maximum bin capacity C = (1 + ) n k . Here, n is the number of objects, k is the number of bins, and ≥ 0 controls the bin capacity.
Consistent Hashing with Bounded Loads
In this scheme, when a bin is full objects overflow or cascade into another bin. When we attempt to assign an object to a full bin, the object is cached in the closest non-full bin in the clockwise direction. Figure  2 uses the bin object assignment from Figure 1 as the initial assignment and a maximum bin capacity of 3. A new object is hashed into the unit circle, but it cannot be assigned to the closest bin in the clockwise direction as it is full. Therefore, this object is assigned to the next bin, which happens to be non-full.
When a bin is removed, this method performs the same reallocation procedure as CH, but with bounded loads. The next time an object from the removed bin is requested, it will be cached in the closest non-full bin in the clockwise direction. Bin addition is handled the same as with CH. CH-BL solves the bin capacity problem but introduces an overflow problem. Recall that in CH, the number of objects assigned to a particular bin is, in expectation, proportional to the arc length. In CH-BL, arc lengths add as bins fill up. In other words, the arc length of a bin that is adjacent to a full bin is effectively the sum of both arc lengths. This causes the new bin to fill faster, leading to higher variance and poor load balancing. We call this phenomenon the cascaded overflow.
Cascaded Overflow of Consistent Hashing and Variants
To illustrate cascaded overflow, we show the effective arc lengths of each non-full bin in Figure 3 using the final object bin assignment from Figure 2 with maximum bin capacity of 3. One bin now owns roughly 75% of the arc. This is undesirable because this bin will fill quickly while other non-full bins are underutilized. The cascading effect creates an avalanche of overflowing bins that progressively fill faster and cause the next bin to have an even larger arc length. Later, we will show that cascaded overflow causes high load variance, many full bins, and inefficient object assignment.
Cascaded overflow can be highly problematic in practice, such as serving videos for Yahoo! [24] . In practice, a server may fail if it is overloaded. In this context, the cascaded overflow effect can trigger a cascade of server failures as an enormous load bounces from server to server around the circle. In severe cases, this can bring down the entire pool.
Simple Rehashing
At first glance, one reasonable approach is to rehash objects that map to a full bin rather than reassign objects in the clockwise direction. Unfortunately, this approach does not work. Using a universal hash h, we reassign an object to h(i) rather than bin i + 1 if bin i is full. Reassigning using hashing was one of the main ideas in the seminal work [24] , but it turns out that rehashing is equivalent to the clockwise reassignment scheme. Hashing does not change the cascading effect. If a bin i is full, its load overflows to h(i) instead of bin i + 1. Therefore, the performance is the same.
Our proposal: Random Jump Consistent Hashing
Our proposal is motivated by Optimal Densification [25] , a technique introduced to compute minwise hashes for fast similarity search and information retrieval. By using a similar assignment procedure, we obtain a much better solution. We will refer to our method as Random Jump Consistent Hashing (RJ-CH).
In practice, the unit circle is represented by an array. RJ-CH continuously rehashes an object until it reaches an index of the array that contains a non-full bin. The object is then assigned to the non-full bin at that index. The hash function h univ : [i] × N → [j] takes two arguments: 1) The object id, 2) The failed attempts to find a non-full bin, and returns an index of the array. The second argument tracks the length of the full path of the object so far. This breaks the cascading effect because it ensures that two objects that map to the same full bin have a low probability of overflowing to the same location. Since the probability of objects overflowing to the same place is only 1/m, where m is the length of the array, we evenly distribute objects when bins fill or are removed.
We illustrate the object assignment method in Figure 4a , where there are no full bins, and in Figure 4b in the case of a full bin. RJ-CH prevents cascaded overflow because objects are assigned with uniform probability to the non-full bins by the 2-universal hashing property, even when any number of bins are full. We later show that RJ-CH provably results in significantly better load balancing. 
Theoretical Analysis
In this section, we prove that the bin load assignment following CH-BL stochastically dominates RJ-CH, which means assignment following RJ-CH has lower bin load variance, fewer expected number of full bins and other properties. We also prove RJ-CH achieves an algorithmic improvement over CH-BL for object insertion. The results directly apply to other variants of CH which also suffer from cascaded overflow. We prove additional results for the optimality of RJ-CH initially. Lastly, we show that due to cascaded overflow, the variance of CH-BL increases exponentially as bins become full.
Bin load following CH-BL stochastically dominates RJ-CH
Recall that CH-BL reassigns an object assigned to a full bin to the closest non-full bin in the clockwise direction while RJ-CH reassigns uniformly to the non-full bins. For CH-BL, even before a bin is full the object assignment probabilities are not equal due to randomness in initialization. This is undesirable as proved in sections 4.3 and 4.4. For this section, we make a simplifying assumption for CH-BL that initial object assignment probabilities are equal, which should intuitively improve CH-BL.
Let n objects be assigned to k bins with some maximum capacity C. We establish several Lemmas before proving the main theoretical result and detailed proofs are provided in the Appendix. The main theoretical result is as follows.
) denote the number of objects in bin i when placing n objects into a ring of k bins following CH-BL (RJ-CH) method. Then,
(1)
And the symmetry implies
The main result of the paper is contained in the following corollary as straightforward special cases of the Theorem. It shows that RJ-CH is superior to CH-BL in terms of smaller variance of the number of objects in each bin, and in terms of the mean number of full bins.
Corollary Following the notations in the Theorem, for d ≥ 1,
In particular,
where
) is the number of full bins following the CH-BL (RJ-CH) method.
Proof of Corollary
which is a convex function on {0, 1, ..., C}.
, which is also a convex function on {0, 1, ..., C}. Then (1) implies (5). The proof is complete.
The main idea of the proof of Theorem 1 is to consider a scheme where the first j + 1 objects are assigned using CH-BL and the rest are assigned using RJ-CH. Such a scheme is worse than, stochastically dominates, a scheme where the first j objects are assigned using CH-BL and the rest are assigned using RJ-CH. Only the j + 1th object of the two schemes follow a different assignment method. One key difficulty in the analysis of these schemes lies in the fact that the differing assignment of that j + 1th object affects the assignment of the remaining objects. Lemma 1 proves an equivalent assignment method which allows the j + 1th object to be assigned last. Therefore, for the two schemes we only need to consider the "badness" of the last object, since all previous n − 1 objects are assigned the same way. Lemmas 2, 3, 4 give us the assignment probability of that last object and tools to determine the stochastic dominance of the bin load of one scheme over the other. Lemma 5 completes the proof.
Lemma 1 Suppose bin i already contains b i objects, with b i < C for i = 1, ..., K. Distribute N more objects into the K bins in the following scheme indexed by m: All objects are assigned uniformly to K bins and relocated following RJ-CH, except for the m-th object, which is assigned to bin 1, and reassigned following RJ-CH. Then, the final joint distribution of the numbers of objects in the K bins will be the same regardless of the value of m = 1, ..., N .
Consider again the scheme in which the first j + 1 objects are assigned following CH-BL and the remaining n − (j + 1) objects are assigned following RJ-CH. The implication of Lemma 1 is given that the j + 1th object was assigned to a bin i, it can equivalently be assigned as the nth object to bin i. If bin i is full, then the object is reassigned using RJ-CH.
Denote M(n; p 1 , ..., p k ) the multinomial distribution for the number of objects in k bins when assigning n objects to k bins where each object has probability p i of being assigned to bin i. Let M C (n; p 1 , ..., p k ) be the constrained multinomial distribution for the number of objects in k bins when assigning n objects to k bins where each object has probability p i of being assigned to bin i under the condition that each bin has at most C − 1 objects. Let X i be the random number of objects in bin i.
Lemma 2 can be understood as the distributions describing the results of assigning n objects randomly to k bins.
A random variable X is stochastically smaller than
) for any bounded increasing function g.
Lemma 3
Let ∆ i , i = 1, ..., n, be independent random binary random variables taking value 1 with probability p i and taking value 0 with probability
Moreover,
Consequently, ξ 1 ≺ ξ 2 and
If we know the assignment probability p of a bin is greater than another, then Lemma 3 can be used to determine the stochastic dominance of the bin load of one bin over the other.
Lemma 4 Place n objects into k bins following CH-BL. Let X i be the number of objects in bins i, and L i be the length of cluster of full bins to the right of bin i, for i = 1, ..., k. L i = 0 if the bin to the right hand side of bin i is non-full. Let i 1 , ..., i J be all the non-full bins. Then, conditioning on L ij , j = 1, ..., J, and
where p * j = (L ij + 1)/k for j = 1, ..., J, and n
Lemma 4 proves that in expectation bins on the left of longer clusters of full bins have more objects.
Lemma 5 Assign n = m + 1 + (n − (m + 1)) total objects into k bins in a scheme with following three steps:
1. Assign m objects following CH-BL. Let N = {i 1 , ..., i J } denote all the non-full bins, with L ij as the length of the cluster of full bins to the right of bin i j . For notational simplicity, assume
2. Assign one object into bins i j with probability q j , j = 1, ..., J, such that J j=1 q j = 1 and 0 ≤ q 1 ≤ ... ≤ q J , and q j depends on L ij only.
3. Assign n − (m + 1) objects into the bins 1, ..., k following RJ-CH.
Let X 1 , ..., X k be the numbers of objects in bins 1, ..., k, and let f (·) be any convex function on {0, ..., C}. Then,
Proof of the Theorem In Lemma 5 if all q j are equal, Steps 1-3 are the same as assigning the first m objects following CH-BL and rest n − m objects following RJ-CH. If the first m + 1 objects are assigned following CH-BL then q j ∝ L ij + 1, and the rest n − (m + 1) objects are assigned following RJ-CH. For the first scheme, we denote by X are the final numbers of objects in bins 1, ..., k by the latter method. Then, Lemma 5 proves that
Note that (X
1 , ..., X
k ) are the final numbers of objects in bins 1, ..., k when all n balls are distributed following RJ-CH, while (X (n) 1 , ..., X (n) k ) are the final numbers of objects in bins 1, ..., k when all n balls are distributed following CH-BL. Therefore (11) implies (1).
Fewer bin searches
Bin searches are defined as the total number of bins (or servers) that must be searched to assign an object. It should be noted that this is not the total number of indexes in the array searched. We make this distinction because the latter tends to be implementation-specific. We will later provide experimental results for both metrics, but here we analyze object insertion as nothing needs to occur for object removals (Appendix J). Let the number of bin searches be denoted as S. Recall that there are n objects, k bins and a maximum capacity C = (1 + ) n k for some ≥ 0. When inserting another object, CH-BL achieves the following upper bounds on the expected value of S as a function of :
For RJ-CH, we assume a worst case scenario of n/C bins full, and we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2 Under RJ-CH, the expected value of S is upper bounded by 1 + 1/ .
Observe that,
≥ 1 and large .
Setting a maximum capacity has a much greater impact for small and for small , RJ-CH is an order of a magnitude better. For large , RJ-CH is log(1 + ) better. For slightly larger than 1, the methods are comparable. In practice, RJ-CH results in significantly fewer percentage of full bins which, in addition to the improved upper bound, results in an even more pronounced improvement in S.
Expected number of objects until first overflow
Stateless addressing is one of the key requirements [24] . Stateless addressing means that the assignment process should be independent of the number of objects in the non-full bins. Methods that, for example, always assign new objects to the bin with the least objects are not viable for consistent hashing because keeping track of object distribution in a dynamic environment is too slow and requires costly synchronization.
In this section, we look at the expected number of objects that can be assigned before any bins are full. If all bins have the same capacity, then lower expected number of objects indicates poor load balancing since one of the servers was overloaded prematurely. RJ-CH produces the uniform distribution which is optimal under stateless addressing [24] . Let N 1 be the number of objects assigned before any bin is full.
Theorem 3 Both the probability of no full bin and E[N 1 ] are maximized by the uniform distribution for all stateless addressing, which is achieved by RJ-CH.
Lower initial bin load variance
In this section we argue that even without the cascading effect, RJ-CH is still superior to the state-of-the-art.
Recall that bin load is defined as the number of objects in a bin. Theorem 4 shows that RJ-CH minimizes bin load variance before the first full bin. This result applies over all distributions which satisfies the requirements of stateless addressing. Let X i be the random number of objects in bins b i and p i be the probability of an object being assigned to bin b i .
Theorem 4 Assume a fixed number of objects are assigned and no bins are full. V ar(X i ) is minimized by the uniform distribution for all stateless addressing, which is achieved by RJ-CH.
Cascaded overflow starts when we hit the first full bin. Theorem 4 suggests that even before the start of the cascading effect, CH has poor variance compared to RJ-CH. This is important as even heavily loaded servers are undesirable practically.
Object Assignment Probability Variance
We define the object assignment probability of a bin as the probability that a new object lands in that bin. Note that this probability is dependent on the previous object assignments seen so far, and hence is a random variable. We are concerned with the variance of the object assignment probability for the non-full bins. We will use p j i to refer to the random probability that a new object lands in the i th non-full bin when there are j full bins. It should be noted that when there are j full bins and k total bins, we have p j 1 , ..., p j k−j assignment probabilities. The variance of this random variable, or the object assignment probability variance, is a measure of load balancing performance. In the ideal case with perfect load balancing, all assignment probabilities should be the same and the variance should be zero. It follows from universal hashing that RJ-CH has this property, with p
. Therefore, we claim that RJ-CH is optimal in terms of this load balancing metric. CH-BL, on the other hand, has higher variance as it reassigns objects to the closest non-full bin in the clockwise direction. We obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 5 Assume that each non-full bin has an equal probability of being full. For CH-BL, V ar(p j i ) strictly increases exponentially with rate at least 1/(3k) for j = 1, ..., k − 3.
The above theorem shows that the method of reassigning objects to the closest non-full bin in the clockwise direction is not only sub-optimal but also progressively worsens as more bins become full due to the cascading effect. We provide empirical results to support Theorem 5 in Appendix I.
Discussion: Biased hash functions
In practice, hash functions do not hash inputs to all possible outputs with equal probability. We can imagine a very biased hash function that outputs a number with 90% probability and all other possible outputs with equal probability. This would clearly be very damaging to CH-BL. After the closest bin in the clockwise direction is full, the cascading effect will be severe. On the other hand, for RJ-CH if a bin exists at that index, after it is full RJ-CH recovers the uniform distribution of assigning objects to bins. In practice, hash functions are not nearly that biased, but we still make the below general observations about robustness against biased hash functions:
1. After the bins in the biased regions of the array are full, RJ-CH recovers the uniform distribution. CH-BL continues to worsen with the cascading effect.
2. Given that no bins are hashed into the biased regions of the array, RJ-CH recovers the uniform distribution. For CH-BL, the closest clockwise bin is severely affected.
Experimental Evaluations
For evaluation, we closely followed the experimental settings in [2] . We generate n objects and k bins where each bin has capacity C = n k (1 + ) . We hash each of the bins into a large array, resolving bin collisions by rehashing. Bins are populated according to the two methods of RJ-CH and CH-BL.
We present results here with 10000 objects and 1000 bins. We try all ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1, 1.2, 1.5, 1.8, 2.0, 2.3, 2.5, 2.8, 3}, and perform 1000 trials for each where we initialize each trial from scratch. We draw attention to the 10000 objects, 1000 bins case as low object bin ratios tend to be easier in practice. However, even in a 1:1 object to bin ratio, we observe that RJ-CH achieves superior load balance. The larger the object to bin ratio, the better RJ-CH is in comparison. We also show results with less load, 3000 objects and 1000 bins, in Appendix N.
We also performed the same simulations allowing objects and bins to arrive and leave. After placing all n objects, objects and bins arrive and leave at a rate of n/k of objects to bins. We then observe the load balancing metrics after n objects have arrived or left. The results with such a methodology are similar to the previously introduced simulation methodology and we omit these results for succinctness. For additional experiments with a variety of combinations of configurations, see Appendix N. For implementation details, see Section 7. Recall that bin load is defined as the number of objects in a bin. Figure 5 shows the variance of bin loads against for different object bin configurations. A small variance is an indicator of better load balancing. RJ-CH achieves a 3x-10x improvement in bin load variance for small and large , with tabulated data in Table 1 .
Variance of bin loads
Bin searches
Recall that bin search is defined as the number of bins searched. Figure 6 shows the bin searches for the n + 1th object to be assigned after n objects and k bins have already been placed. Large is uninteresting for this case as there will be very few full bins. For interesting , RJ-CH achieves a staggering 10x-25x improvement in bin searches. Figure 6 : Bin searches to assign the n + 1th object. Figure 7 shows the percentage of bins that are full. For most , RJ-CH has a 20% -40% lower percentage of total bins that are full. For the case of = 0.3, only 25% of bins are full for RJ-CH as opposed to 60% for CH-BL, given in Table 2 . Clearly, this implies that CH-BL causes servers to overload earlier than required, indicating poor load balancing. Figure 8 shows the number of objects that are assigned before a bin is full. This number indicates the amount of load the system can tolerate before observing an overloaded server. RJ-CH achieves a 3x-5x improvement in the number of objects until one bin is full for both small and large . Figure 7 : Percentage of total bins full. Figure 8 : Number of objects assigned until one bin is full.
Percentage of bins full
Objects till first full bin
Steps and wall clock time
Here we present empirical results on the total steps and wall clock time for inserting the n + 1th object. Recall that n objects are assigned to k bins in a large array. We define two metrics -total number of steps and the total wall clock time. A step is defined as one index search in the array regardless of whether or not a bin exists at that index.
For inserting the n + 1th object, RJ-CH achieves as much as 20x speedup in total steps. For wall clock time, RJ-CH attains between a 2x and 7x speedup for smaller values of . The speedup in wall clock time is attributed to the fewer number of full bins, practical considerations of hashing, and the cascaded overflow of CH-BL. 
Implementation details
We use a roughly 1000 sparse array of size 2 20 and the hash function Murmurhash. For each trial, we generate a pseudo-random initial string to represent each object and bin. For RJ-CH, whenever an object or bin is hashed into the array, we initialize a new counter with value 0 which is incremented until the object or bin is placed. On each iteration, the counter is converted to a string and concatenated to the pseudo-random initial string as input to Murmurhash, which produces a 128 bit number. The number is split up into four 32 bit numbers to generate the next array indexes. For an array of size 2 20 , we use the first 20 bits of each 32 bit hash code. For CH-BL, we generate the initial array index using Murmurhash and increment the index to walk along the array. For wall clock time and total steps, we map the array to an array of size 2 32 before measuring object insertion. A single thread is used for simulations. We note that there may be benefits of running in parallel.
Conclusion
From both theoretical and empirical results, RJ-CH significantly improves on the state-of-the-art for dynamic load balancing. With this method, objects are much more evenly distributed across bins and bins rarely hit maximum capacity. For small capacities which are of most interest, RJ-CH improves: a) bin load variance by up to 10x, b) bin searches to assign an object by up to 25x, c) percentage of bins full by up to 2x and d) objects until first bin is full by up to 4x, all while maintaining an improved or competitive wall clock time. In terms of bin load, we also prove the stochastic dominance of CH-BL over RJ-CH and a corollary is RJ-CH has lower expected number of full bins and bin load variance.
Given the simplicity, we hope that our work gets adopted.
Appendix A Proof of Lemma 1
It suffices to show that, for two schemes indexed by m and m+1, the final joint distributions of the numbers of objects in the K bins are the same. Let x be the number of objects in bin 1 before the assignment of the mth object. There are three cases. Case 1. x ≤ C − 2. The two schemes give same distribution of the mth object and the m + 1th object. One will be assigned to bin 1 and the other uniformly distributed over the non-full bins before the m + 1th object has been assigned. Case 2. x = C − 1. The two schemes give the same distribution of the mth and m + 1th object. One object is added to bin 1 making it full and the other object is uniformly distributed over the rest of the non-full bins.
Case 3. x = C. As bin 1 is full before the mth object has been assigned, both schemes will distribute the mth and m + 1th objects uniformly to the non-full bins, one after the other.
In summary, the two schemes give same joint distribution of the numbers of objects in K bins after the m + 1th object has been assigned. Starting from m + 2th object, the two schemes are the same. As a result, the final joint distributions of the numbers of objects in K bins will be the same for all schemes regardless of the value of the index m. The proof is complete.
Appendix B Proof of Lemma 2
The distributions can be understood as the result of dropping n objects into k bins randomly. We omit the details.
Appendix C Proof of Lemma 3
For x ≥ n/2, we set s = n − x ≤ n/2. Let r i = p i /q i ≤ 1. Denote by B j the collection of all subsets of {1, ..., n} with size j. The cardinality of B j is n j . Write
And P (ξ 1 = x) = P (ξ 1 = n − s) ≤ P (ξ 1 = s) = P (ξ 2 = x) for x ≥ n/2. Then, (6) holds and ξ 1 ≺ ξ 2 . Since, for x satisfying x < C and n − x < C,
follows. As a result, (8) holds.
Appendix D Proof of Lemma 4
For K < k, consider D objects been uniformly assigned into a cluster of bins 1, ..., k, and reassigned according to the CH-BL. Denote as Q(D, K) the probability that no objects are reassigned to beyond bin 1. In other words, Q(D, K) is the probability that all D objects are "self-contained" in bins 1, ..., K under the CH-BL of relocation.
Fix values z 1 , ..., z J such that 0 ≤ z j < C and J j=1 z j = n * . We consider the conditional distribution under the condition L ij = l j for some fixed l j , j = 1, ..., J. Observe that n
P ( Cl j objects are assigned to l j bins | Cl j + z j objects assigned to l j + 1 bins) ×P ( Cl j objects assigned to the l j bins are "self-contained" under CH-BL)
where ≺ means stochastically smaller. For ease of notation and without loss of generality, letĩ 1 
For simplicity of exposition, we only show the conditional stochastic dominance: η 1 ≺ η 2 . Let a 1 and a 2 be two nonnegative integers. Let ∆ j , j = 1, ..., a 1 + a 2 , be independent random variables taking values 1 and 0, with probabilities such that P (∆ j = 1) = p * 1 /(p * 1 + p * 2 ) = 1 − P (∆ j = 0) for j = 1, ..., a 1 and P (∆ j = 1) = P (∆ j = 0) = 1/2 for j = a 1 + 1, ..., a 1 + a 2 , where p *
Now consider the condition that, in
Step (a), there are a total of a 1 objects in binsĩ 1 andĩ 2 and in Step (b), there are a total of a 2 additional objects in binsĩ 1 andĩ 2 . It follows from Lemmas 1 and 4 that, under this condition, the conditional distribution of (η 1 , η 2 ) is the same as the conditional distribution of the above (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ), under the condition that ξ 1 < C and ξ 2 < C. As a result, the conditional stochastic dominance of η 1 ≺ η 2 in (14) is proved.
Recall that we setĩ 1 = i 1 , ...,ĩ s = i s for notational convenience. After Step (c), the number of objects in binĩ j , j = 1, ..., s, isη j = η j + 1 with conditional probability q j + 1/s −q s η j with conditional probability 1 − q j − 1/s +q s whereq s = s j=1 q j /s and the conditioning is onÑ , L ij , j ∈ N . Here q j is the probability the last object is assigned to bin i j and 1/s −q s is the probability the object is assigned to the full bins i s+1 , ..., i J , with probability 1 − s j=1 q j , then reassigned to bin i j . Observe that, since f is convex,
where, in the last inequality, the equality holds when all q j are equal, i.e., q 1 = ... = q J = 1/J. This inequality holds because the correlation of two sequences of increasing numbers is always nonnegative. Therefore, the conditional mean of s j=1 f (η j ) is minimized when q 1 = ... = q J = 1/J. Since (η 1 , . ..,η s ) are the final numbers of the objects in bins {ĩ 1 , ...,ĩ s } and the rest of the bins are already full after Step (b), we conclude that E[( k j=1 f (X j )] is minimized when q j are all equal. (10) is proved.
Appendix F Proof of Theorem 2
Recall that there are n objects, k bins, and capacity C = (1 + ) n k for some ≥ 0. Our claim is the RJ-CH method of assigning objects with uniform distribution to the non-full bins is expected to search 1 + 1/ bins to assign an object to a non-full bin in the worst case scenario. To show the upper bound, we assume the worst case scenario of n/C bins full. Then,
The proof is complete.
Appendix G Proof of Theorem 3
Recall that there are n objects, k bins, and capacity C = (1 + ) n k for some ≥ 0. N 1 is the number of objects assigned before any bin is full. Our claim is the RJ-CH method of assigning objects with uniform distribution to the non-full bins maximizes both the probability no bin is full and E
For the multinomial case, where C ≤ n ≤ k(C − 1) and bins b 1 , ..., b k have probability p 1 , ..., p k :
with strict inequality when m ≥ C. Thus, for n ≥ C every pair of bin probabilities can be repeatedly replaced by their mean, and P r[No bin full | n objects k bins] is then uniquely maximized by p 1 = ...
Recall that N 1 is the number of objects assigned before any bin is full.
Each term is maximized by the uniform distribution and the proof is complete.
Appendix H Proof of Theorem 4
To see that RJ-CH minimizes bin load variance before the first full bin, we only need to show that the conditional second moment of bin load is minimized by RJ-CH since the conditional mean is fixed as n/k for each bin. Consider bins b i and b j . Let X i (X j ) be the random number of objects in bins b i (b j ) and p i (p j ) be the probability of objects being assigned to bin b i (b j ). Assume X i + X j = z for any fixed number z. Under this condition, the conditional probability of an object assigned to
Suppose X and Y are two random variables following binomial distributions with number of trials as z and parameter as p and 1/2 respectively. Let X * = max(X, z − X) and
has an identical expression with p = 1/2. A key observation is that the ratio of the probability functions of X * and Y * is increasing. Namely,
as a function of y in the region [z/2, z] is convex and increasing. It then follows that X * is stochastically greater than Y * , i.e., P (X * ≥ C) ≤ P (Y * ≥ C), or, equivalently, P (X * < C) ≥ P (Y * < C) for any C.
Moreover, the monotone increasing ratio of probability functions of X * and Y * also implies, for any C, the conditional distribution of X * given X * < C and the conditional distribution of Y * given Y * < C still has a monotone increasing ratio of probability functions. Hence, the conditional distribution of X * given X * < C is still stochastically greater than the conditional distribution of Y * given Y * < C. As a result,
The above argument implies, conditioning on bins i and j having a total of z objects, the conditional mean of
j is minimized by the uniform distribution. Thus considering all k bins, to minimize the bin load variance before the first full bin repeatedly replace every pair of bin probabilities by their mean. The proof is complete.
Appendix I Proof of Theorem 5 and a simulation
Recall that p Observe that,
We can write 
) .
As a result,
Therefore, we can see that the V term is given by
The E term is given by
Combining the two terms, we have
) strictly increases for j = 1, ..., k − 2 and increases geometrically with rate at least 1/(3k) for j = 1, ..., k − 3. The proof is complete.
A simulation is given in Figure 11 where we also include CH-BL. The configuration for CH-BL is 1000 bins and capacity 11 ( = 0.1). We run 100 trials and take the mean. CH-BL performs significantly worse without the assumption that each non-full bin has equal probability of being the next full bin.
Appendix J Discussion: object removal, bin removal and bin addition schemes When an object is removed, consider the two cases where it is removed from a non-full bin or a full bin. If it is removed from a non-full bin then nothing else needs to happen. If it is removed from a full bin, the bin is now non-full and the next time an object hashes to that bin it will be placed there. Consider that there may be an object that had attempted to be assigned to that bin and, because it was full, is now in another bin. In such a situation, the system will now have two copies of the object. However, in practice the duplicate objects will decay quickly until there is only one copy remaining and this is generally not a problem. Therefore, for either case nothing else needs to occur.
When a bin is added, nothing needs to happen as the next time objects are assigned to that bin they will be placed there. Consider that there may be an object that had passed by that index in the array because it did not contain a bin and is now in another bin. In such a situation, the system will now have two copies of those objects. In practice, the duplicate objects will decay quickly until there is only one copy remaining and this is generally not a problem.
When a bin is removed, the bin is expected to have n/k objects and thus all n/k objects need to be reassigned. This leads to n/k multiplied by (12) expected moves for CH-BL and n k (1 + 1 ) expected moves for RJ-CH. We achieve the same algorithmic improvement for bin removal as for object insertion. In all cases, for small RJ-CH is an order of a magnitude better and for large RJ-CH is log(1 + ) better.
Appendix K Tabulated simulation results
Simulation results in the main manuscript in tabulated form in Tables 3, 4 , 5, 6. A virtual bin is a virtual copy of a bin that is a reference to the bin but is in a different index in the array. Table 4 : Mean and standard deviation of bin searches for the n + 1th object to be placed.
(a) 1000 bins, 11 capacity.
(b) 1000 bins, 11 capacity, up to the 900th full bin.
(c) 1000 bins, 11 capacity, up till the 500th full bin. 
Appendix L Tabulated simulation results for dynamic simulation
We performed the same simulations with dynamic objects and bins to compare CH-BL with RJ-CH. After placing all n objects, objects and bins arrive and leave at a rate of n/k of objects to bins. We then observe the load balance metrics after n objects have arrived or left. Results given in Tables 7, 8, 9 . A virtual bin is a virtual copy of a bin that is a reference to the bin but is in a different index in the array. (c) 3000 objects, 1000 bins, no virtual bins. (d) 3000 objects, 1000 bins, log(k) virtual bins. Figure 13 : Bin searches for the n + 1th object to be placed for different configurations.
(a) 10000 objects, 1000 bins, no virtual bins. (b) 10000 objects, 1000 bins, log(k) virtual bins.
(c) 3000 objects, 1000 bins, no virtual bins. (d) 3000 objects, 1000 bins, log(k) virtual bins. Figure 14 : Percentage of total bins full for different configurations.
(c) 3000 objects, 1000 bins, no virtual bins. (d) 3000 objects, 1000 bins, log(k) virtual bins. Figure 15 : Number of objects placed until one bin is full.
(c) 3000 objects, 1000 bins, no virtual bins. (d) 3000 objects, 1000 bins, log(k) virtual bins. (a) 10000 objects, 1000 bins, no virtual bins. (b) 10000 objects, 1000 bins, log(k) virtual bins.
(c) 3000 objects, 1000 bins, no virtual bins. (d) 3000 objects, 1000 bins, log(k) virtual bins. Figure 18 : Normalized bin searches for bin removal to be placed for different configurations.
(c) 3000 objects, 1000 bins, no virtual bins. (d) 3000 objects, 1000 bins, log(k) virtual bins. 
